
PARTI: KERTHALANGU (KESIMAN): THE FIRST KINGDOM OF THE COLONISTS FROM FAST JAVA

experience a revival in a temple festival, at least not in the form of a divine king
whose entrance forms the climax of the ritual.

Kerthalangu (Kesiman): The First Kingdom
of the Colonists from East Java

The knowledge of writing and consequently the establishing of genealogical chro-
nologies, the recording of events and social conditions, the regulation of landholding
and water rights, probably came to Bali via Java. Colonists from Java brought along
a system of writing using it on a much larger scale for political aims than earlier,
probably Balinese, scribes. The newcomers described the circumstances and events
that took place during the gradual colonization from their own perspective. All
written sources used to outline the kingdom of Kerthalangu originate from the noble
clan, of Majapahit origin, that founded it. The indigenous people who were con-
fronted with the Javanese intruders had their histories, which certainly existed, but
they were not fixed in writing. Their oral traditions were almost completely muted,
in contrast to the written texts, which could be read again and again in an identical
form by independentreaders. Probably for this reason, oral traditions from — or even
before — the time of the East Java 'colonization' are to a large extent lacking or are
no longer recognizable. For the history of South Bali, this means that written state-
ments about the social structure, the socio-religious organization, the rituals, the
establishmentof rulership in the sense of a principality, the expansion of the king-
doms, divisions, fissions, emigrations, revolutions, and the like only exist since the
beginning of the gradual colonization of Bali by the immigrants from East Java.

Apart from Blanjong, which still exists as a temple (but not as a settlement), a
second location is of almost greater importance: Kerthalangu, in the region of the
village of Kesiman, situated to the northeast of Intaran/Sanur. There stood the pal-
ace of the first raja of Kerthalangu. He was a member of the Arya Pinatih (and
therefore had the title of a gusti). According to different (independent?) sources,
Arya Pinatih is thought to have been a descendant of the Arya Beleteng; it belonged
to those clans (or their male founders) which are said to have accompanied Gajah
Mada on hs Bali campaign in 1343.” The clan first settled in the area of Pinatih?
and took on the (field or territorial?) name of Pinatih (cf. also Friederich 1959:] 15).

' Tarnutzer (as well as several other authors) relates the kingdom of Pinatih to the royal house of
Mengwi (1993:23-25). Since the latter rose only around AD 1700, while the beginnings ofthe
kingdom of Kerthalangu are at least 100 (to 200) years earlier, the reduction of Arya Pinatih to a
mere vassal of Mengwi is simply wrong.

According to Pamancangah (Berg 1929, 1927:126), Arya Wangbang, occasionally also called
Arya Beleteng, received the region of Pinatih, Panataran, and Toh-Jiwa as an appanage.
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